Cognitive-behavioural stimulation protocol for severely brain-damaged patients in the post-acute stage in developmental age.
To present a cognitive-behavioural stimulation (CBS) protocol designed to help severely damaged patients in the early post-acute stage by describing the underlying methodology and assessing its efficacy compared to traditional rehabilitation methods. This protocol combines multisensory stimulation and cognitive-behavioural techniques to elicit and intensify the occurrence of adaptive responses and reduce maladaptive behavioural patterns. A control group and an experimental group--both evaluated with the Levels of Cognitive Functioning Assessment Scale (LOCFAS)--were compared at the beginning of the rehabilitation programme and at the end of it. The control group consisting of patients assessed and treated before receiving the CBS protocol was enrolled in a traditional rehabilitation programme (only physical therapy and speech therapy). Besides the traditional therapy, the experimental group also received the CBS protocol. Patients on the CBS protocol show a greater improvement and are therefore more responsive than the control group after the 16-week remediation programme. The mean LOCFAS improvement of the experimental group is more marked during the first month of rehabilitation and is associated to the entry LOCFAS level, while in the control group the improvement on LOCFAS is considered to be 'spontaneous' and is associated to the aetiology of the brain damage. Our results show a better initial outcome for patients receiving the CBS protocol.